AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT QUIZ

Name Australia’s first prime minister.

Name as many Australian prime ministers as you can.

Can you name the main political parties in Australia?

How many levels of Government does Australia have and what are they?

What is Federation?

When did the Australian states become federated?

Name your local federal electoral area and member.

Which prime minister was in power for the following historical events:
   World War 1
   The Depression
   World War 2
   The Vietnam War
   The war in Afghanistan

What constitutional crisis occurred in the time of Gough Whitlam?

Which prime minister remained in office for only 8 days?

Which prime ministers died in office?

Who said,” Life wasn’t meant to be easy.”?

Which prime minister could speak Mandarin?

Who has so far been the longest serving prime minister of Australia?

Who is the first woman to be prime minister?